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REVIEW OF SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM – H1 2020

Observations on the Global Activism Environment in H1 2020
1

Y-o-Y Activity
Down in Spite of
Busy End to H1

 100 campaigns were launched in H1 2020, down 10% from the prior year period, as COVID-19 continued to mute pace of new activity
 After April activity dipped to just 8 new campaigns, May and June saw an uptick to 16 and 17 new campaigns, respectively
 Capital deployed (~$25.8bn) in H1 relatively in line with 2019 levels, in spite of reduced campaign activity
 Industrials, technology and financial companies alone accounted for three-quarters of all capital deployed

2

U.S. Share of
Global Activism
Declines, as
Europe/APAC's
Share Surges

 42 U.S. campaigns in H1 represented an ~40% decline from the prior year period, and U.S. activity dipped to only 42% of global activism
 Decline was particularly acute for U.S. targets with market capitalizations greater than $10bn (only 3 new H1 campaigns versus 15 in H1 2019)
 Europe’s share of global campaign activity rose to 28% in H1, supported by strong pre COVID-19 activity and an uptick in German activity
 H1 European campaigns were initiated predominantly by institutional investors and occasional activists that took positions long before agitating
 19 new campaigns in Japan already equals 2019’s record total, with activity driven by both U.S. fixtures (Elliott, ValueAct) and increasingly prolific
regional players (Oasis, Asset Value Investors)

3

Board Seats
In Line with
Prior Year
Averages

4

Activist Focus
Shifting Amid
COVID-19
Challenges

 86 Board seats won by activists in H1, up ~6% from the prior year period in spite of relatively lower campaign activity
 Starboard and Elliott alone accounted for 29 Board seats, 34% of the H1 total
 Only 10 Board seats (12% of total) were won through a final proxy vote–8 alone won by Starboard at GCP–reflecting pressure to settle pending
disputes amid the COVID-19 pandemic
 Only 34% of H1 campaigns featured an M&A objective, down from ~47% in 2019, reflecting headwinds created by an uncertain M&A environment
 ~30% of all H1 M&A campaign activity occurred in February alone, prior to the onset of COVID-19-related volatility
 Numerous deals related to activist campaigns (L Brands / Sycamore; Taubman / Simon; HP / Xerox) were called off in H1
 The share of campaigns focused on Board change (34% of all H1 campaigns), operational improvements (20%) and management change (7%)
outstripped multi-year average levels

5

 Private equity firms increasingly embracing public equity strategies and deploying activist-like tactics
 KKR’s campaign for Board seats at Dave & Busters and Cerberus’ agitation at Commerzbank exemplify this new approach
New Developments  Traditional activists such as Pershing Square and Hudson Executive announced SPAC vehicle launches to take advantage of continued market
in Activism
dislocation
 ValueAct’s Jeff Ubben announced his retirement from the fund he founded; Ubben will launch Inclusive Capital Partners, which will push companies to
tackle environmental and social issues

6

Proxy Season and  54 Russell 3000 Directors failed to receive majority support, up from only 33 in 2018
ESG Engagement
 Average support for environmental / social proposals ticked up to ~28% (from ~25% in 2018); 15 such proposals received majority support
Update

 Average say-on-pay support among S&P 500 issuers dipped below 90% (from 91% in 2018), with 9 companies failing the vote

 The “Big 3” investment stewardship teams each announced senior-level personnel changes as they continued enhancing disclosures on ESG priorities

Source: FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.
Note:
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement.
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Global Campaign Activity and Capital Deployment
($ in billions)

Quarterly Campaigns Initiated1

Quarterly Capital Deployment in New Campaigns2
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Y-o-Y campaign
activity still down
in spite of busy
end to H1
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Campaign Initiations by Month, H1 20201

Aggregate capital
deployed in H1
comparable to
2019 levels
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$62.4
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Aggregate Value of New Activist Positions
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Capital Deployment by Sector, H1 2020
Aggregate Value of New Activist Positions2

Rebound in activity in the U.S.
during May and June after a
dramatic plunge in April

26

Industrials, technology and
financial companies alone
account for over three-quarters
of H1 capital deployed
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FactSet, press reports and public filings.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with market
capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during the COVID-19 pandemic-induced market downturn.
Companies spun off as part of campaign process counted separately.
Calculated as of campaign announcement date.
4-year average based on aggregate value of activist positions.
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Global Activist Activity in H1 2020
While Elliott remains the most prolific activist, the activism landscape continues to diversify with more first timers utilizing activist strategies
and more international names rising to the top of the frequent agitators list
Activist Activity by Campaigns Launched, H1 20201

Investors Launching Activist Campaigns
# of “First Timers”

8

Elliott outpaces other activists, but
numerous international players (Oasis,
Bluebell) have increased activity

First timers continue to account
for ~1/3 of all new campaigns
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FactSet, press reports and public filings.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with
market capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during the COVID-19 pandemic-induced market downturn.
Ranked secondarily on capital deployed in the event of a tie.
Calculated as of campaign announcement date.
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Regional Analysis of Activism

U.S. Share of Global Campaign Activity Has Declined
($ in billions)

Significant dip in U.S. share of global activity caused both by the decline in U.S. campaigns and by the uptick in Asian activism that followed
record European activity prior to the COVID-19 pandemic


APAC (Japan) stands out as campaigns continue to increase and represent a growing portion of global activity while other regions are slowed by COVID-19



Europe’s surge in Q1 activity (20 out of 28 H1 European campaigns) continues to represent the bulk of the region’s H1 contribution
Capital Deployed1
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Source: FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.
Note:
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with
market capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during the COVID-19 pandemic-induced market downturn. APAC includes all of Asia, Australia and
New Zealand.
1
Calculated as of campaign announcement date for all publicly disclosed common stock stakes.
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U.S.: Campaign Activity and Capital Deployment
($ in billions)

U.S. Quarterly Campaigns Initiated1

U.S. Quarterly Capital Deployment in New Campaigns2

# of Campaigns Initiated

Aggregate Value of New Activist Positions
Campaign activity down
41% Y-o-Y
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U.S. Campaigns by Target Market Cap, H1 2019 vs. H1 2020

8

Market Cap of Target at
Campaign Announcement
28

Stable activity at <$2bn
companies, but $10bn+
activity declined 80% Y-o-Y
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8
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2018
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U.S. activism activity quickly recovered
following significant equity market gains
and a decrease in volatility
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U.S. Campaign Initiations by Month, H1 20201
11
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deployed in H1 at
lowest level since 2016
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Campaigns Initiated
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1
2
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6
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1
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FactSet, press reports and public filings.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with market
capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during the COVID-19 pandemic-induced market downturn.
Companies spun off as part of campaign process counted separately.
Calculated as of campaign announcement date.
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Regional Analysis of Activism

U.S.: Notable H1 2020 Public Campaign Launches and Developments
($ in billions)

Launch
Date

Company /
Market Cap

5/20
$9.0

4/20
$5.3

3/20
$1.8

Activist

Highlights
 Elliott and Bluescape led an equity investment
in new Series C convertible preferred stock;
MFS, Capital Group and Fidelity also
participated in the financing through common
shares
 Elliott also entered into a settlement agreement
that saw two new independent Directors added
to the Board and the formation of a Business
Review and Evaluation Committee

$0.7

2/20
$25.8

Source:

1/20

 In April, Elliott settled with Nielsen, in return for
Jonathan Miller joining the Board and the
formation of a Finance Committee; Elliott also
increased its stake in the Company from ~5%
O/S to ~13% O/S
 Elliott had previously agitated at Nielsen in
2018, resulting in the Company's announced
intent to split into two businesses

1/20

 In June, Commvault and Starboard settled for
the addition of three new Directors and the
formation of an Operating Committee

5/19

 In April, Big Lots announced a sale-leaseback
transaction for its four distribution centers;
Macellum and Ancora stated that while pleased
with the sale-leaseback, the Board still needed
immediate refreshment

3/20

Launch
Date

FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.

$1.9

$15.7

$44.0

2/19

 Later in April, Ancora and Macellum settled for
three Board seats, including Macellum PM
Aaron Goldstein
 Elliott nominated four Directors and pushed for
the removal of CEO Jack Dorsey
 Twitter and Elliott settled, with Elliott receiving
three Board seats and Silver Lake investing
$1bn, which would be used with cash on hand
to fund a $2bn share repurchase program

Company /
Market Cap

$2.2

12/17
$24.4

Activist

Highlights
 In May, Starboard and Merit Medical entered
into a settlement agreement for three Board
seats
 Merit Medical also agreed to form a new
Operating Committee
 Elliott sent a letter to Evergy’s Board calling for
the Company to simultaneously explore stockfor-stock mergers and develop a "highperformance" standalone plan
 Elliott later settled for two Board seats and the
commitment to undergo a strategic review; the
deadline for the strategic review was extended
due to the COVID-19 pandemic
 Icahn pushed for additional disclosures around
M&A plans prior to the Anadarko acquisition
 Occidental and Icahn settled for three Board
seats, as well as giving shareholders the right
to call special meetings and nominate
Directors; Occidental also added two of the
new Directors to a newly created Oversight
Committee
 Starboard published a letter announcing the
nomination of 9 Directors, two of which were
current Directors
 ISS issued a recommendation in favor of six of
Starboard’s eight nominees, while Glass Lewis
recommended in favor of four nominees
 All eight of Starboard’s nominees were elected
to the Board at GCP’s May AGM
 In May, Elliott sent a letter to Alexion's Board
calling for the immediate exploration of a sale;
Elliott also stated that the recent Portola
announcement had a "profoundly negative
impact on shareholder value" and eliminated
"approximately $1.7bn from the Company's
market capitalization in a single day"
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Regional Analysis of Activism

Europe: Campaign Activity
($ in billions)

European Campaign Initiations by Month, H1 2020

Main Observations



10

In Q2, the COVID-19 crisis led to a dramatic reduction in the level of new
campaign activity (and muted much of the public agitation that has become more
common)

Potential early
stages of
recovery?
5

5

2
1
April

May

Limited
European large
cap activism
year to date

14%

$5bn-$10bn

H1 2020
Source:
Note:

$10bn-$25bn

Avg. FY17 - FY19

$25bn+

22%

17%

14%

4%

4%

4%

4%

0%

13%

4%

4%

8%

0%

0%

Real Estate

$2bn-$5bn

25%
14%

15%
7%

<$2bn

46%

Avg. FY17 – FY19

Media

14%

%

H1 2020 European activism
highly focused on Industrials,
Consumer and FIG

Power,
Energy & Infra.

16%

These sectors were among the worst impacted by the COVID-19 crisis

Telecom

14%



Healthcare

29%

18%

Targeted companies were unsually concentrated in industrials, consumer and
FIG companies, with industrials dominating the trend

Campaigns by Sector (in %), H1 2020

Small to Mid-Cap
“sweet spot” range
over-represented

37%



Retail

36%

H1 campaigns targeted smaller companies, with ~65% of targets below $5bn

June

European Campaigns by Target Market Cap
Market Cap of Target at
Campaign Announcement



Technology

March

In the coming months, H1 results communication has the potential to serve as a
catalyst for both investment and agitation, depending on the strength of the results

Financial
Institutions

February



Consumer

January

June showed the first potential indications of a rebound in new activist investment

Industrials

5



7%

4%

6%

FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with market
capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during COVID-19 pandemic induced market downturn.
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Regional Analysis of Activism

Europe: “Who and What” of Campaigns
The preponderance of shareholders initiating campaigns in 2020 were institutional investors that adapted their investment strategy to include
activism. Half of the new campaigns specifically targeted leadership change, which illustrates the influence European shareholders are
exerting on the strategy and future of the company
Diversity of Agitators

2019 H1

Typical long-only
investors only
initiated a small
number of campaigns

Campaigns including Agitation for Board / Management Changes
Institutional &
Others
10%

Elliott
16%

Occasional and
New/Undefined
42%
Full-Time
1
Activists
32%

52%

2020 H1

Institutional &
Others
29%
On average, Institutional
shareholders (now
almost 30% of agitators)
held positions for more
than a decade in the
companies where they
initiated campaigns

1

35%
29%

Occasional and
New/Undefined
39%

2018 H1
On average,
Occasional activists
entered the register
approximately
under 1 year before
triggering a
campaign

• Today’s activist may not be perceived as a likely agitator and has probably been a
shareholder for a considerable time before they became an activist
Source:
Note:

50%

26%

Elliott
11%
Full-Time
Activists 1
21%

68%

Full-time
activists
(external threats
that invest
specifically for
activism) were
previously
responsible for
the majority of
campaigns

Half of Q2 2020
campaigns involved
Board / Management
changes

2019 H1

2020 Q1

2020 Q2

• In H1, agitation towards Board / Management changes were directed mostly
towards Boardrooms (~73%) vs. Management teams
• ~73% of H1 campaigns for Board / Management changes were started by
Occasional activists and Institutional & Others
• Furthermore, the traditional proxy season has been extended due to COVID-19
related AGM postponements, which may result in additional governance
campaigns later in the year

FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with market
capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during the COVID-19 pandemic-induced market downturn.
Includes Amber Capital, Cevian, CIAM, Petrus Advisers, Polygon Partners, Sachem Head Capital, Teleios, Third Point, Trian Partners and Veraison Capital.
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Regional Analysis of Activism

Europe: Regional Dispersion: Germany in Focus
Geography Breakdown

Top European Equity Markets

Country

H1 Performance1

# of Activist Campaigns



(18%)

9

(7%)



7

(17%)

2

(5%)

2

(7%)

2

(6%)

Germany stands out as the
second most targeted country
in H1 2020, with campaigns far
exceeding typical levels

Germany is the second most targeted country in H1 2020,
with campaigns far exceeding typical levels



Germany had one of the shortest confinement periods in
Europe (~1 month), lower social impact and a more
moderate market downturn


Germany’s equity market performance stood out, with a 7%
drop of DAX 30 in H1, vs. on average 14% drop for other
top European equity markets



Germany’s recovery began in mid-May and by the
beginning of June had recovered to only 10% below the
2020 starting point

1

(24%)

1

9%

1

(16%)

1



More than half of German campaigns in H1 were led by
institutional investors


(7%)

1

(18%)

1
# Campaigns H1 2020

Source:
Note:
1

7 campaigns in H1, more than 3x higher than the past three
year average

Governance issues were at the heart of all of those
campaigns, building on the discontent that some investors
expressed over certain non-shareholder friendly traditional
governance policies

Av. # Campaigns H1 2017-19

FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with market
capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during the COVID-19 pandemic-induced market downturn.
Performance of the main reference index for the respective stock market.
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Regional Analysis of Activism

Europe: Activist Targets’ Performance through COVID-19
Given the over-concentration of targeted companies in Retail and FIG, and under-representation in Healthcare, activist investments
disproportionately underperformed during the COVID-19 downturn
Activist Campaigns in Progress during H1 (Initiated in H219 – Pre COVID-19 ‘20)
Energy & Power

Volatility in energy
led activists to avoid
the sector

8%
3%

Real Estate

9%
3%

Healthcare

Pre-COVID-19 Performance of Recently Targeted Companies (Last 12 Months)
Pre-COVID-192

COVID-19 Downturn3

Recovery Period4
1%

Healthcare companies (some of the
best performing stocks)
were underrepresented in European
activist campaigns

Activists underperformed
slightly due to overweighting in
FIG and Retail, which were
impacted earlier in the crisis5

Recovery of activist targets
only in line with market,
suggesting that the market still
believes that activist’s ability to
drive value remains limited

26%

25%

9%
6%

Consumer

Retail (which experienced
significant disruption during
COVID-19) is considerably overrepresented with twice as many
campaigns as its proportion of
the EuroStoxx 600

7%
9%

Media & Telecom

10%

2%

13%

Technology

FIG sector accounts for ~40%
more activist targets than its
proportion of the EuroStoxx 600.
The FIG sector is among the worst
impacted by the COVID-19 crisis

8%
16%

Retail

(2%) (4%)

8%

(26%)
(10%)

(36%)

25%

Financials

18%

Activist targets underperformed materially in the downturn
• Concentrated in sectors hardest hit by market disruption
• Market expectations for an activist-driven catalyst
evaporated as COVID-19 took away many activist tools

25%

Industrials

25%
Targeted Companies1
Source:
Note:
1
2
3
4
5

EuroStoxx 600

FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with market
capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during the COVID-19 pandemic-induced market downturn.
Companies targeted by activists (excluding campaigns with scuttle/sweeten deal focus) between the 7/01/2019 and 3/01/2020 (pre-COVID-19).
Between start of the campaign and 2/28/2020.
10
Between 3/01/2020 and 3/18/2020.
Between 3/19/2020 and 6/30/2020.
Until February 1st, just before retail and FIG companies began feeling the early impact of COVID-19, activist campaigns outperformed the market slightly by ~2%
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Regional Analysis of Activism

Europe: Notable H1 2020 Public Campaign Launches and Developments
Launch
Date

Company /
Market Cap

Activist

Highlights

Launch
Date

Company /
Market Cap

 AB demanded an improved takeover offer for
MásMóvil, adding that the €22.50 offer
substantially undervalues the company
6/20

$3.4

 Polygon sent a letter to the Spanish market
regulator, highlighting issues with the offer
price and conflicts of interest related to
possible alternative bids

3/20
$2.7

 In June, Cevian disclosed a 5.4% stake in
education publisher Pearson
6/20

$4.9

 Cevian stated that the Company has several
businesses that do not deliver their full value

3/20

$0.5

 Cevian also urged the company to appoint a
CEO with “a clear track record of shareholdervalue creation”

$6.2

 Reports suggest the cost reduction target
included upwards of 7,000 jobs

5/20

$11.0

2/20

$13.9

2/20

$3.4

5/17

$4.1

 Union and Deka had previously called for
1
management change at the Company, while
TCI1 has called for further investigations
 Standard Life Aberdeen called on Swedish
Match to sell its U.S. cigar business, pushing
the company to increase its ESG measures

4/20

$9.9

Source:
1

 Swedish Match has announced strategy for a
transition to a smokeless business, but
Standard Life Aberdeen is pressing for faster
transformation
FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.
TCI is leading a short campaign against the company.

 Teleios sent a letter to the Board expressing its
dissatisfaction on the new Directors and calling
for the company to reject any takeover bid that
it may receive

 Elliott disclosed an investment in February,
urging the Company to divest assets and cut
costs

 Post-6/30 update: Commerzbank’s CEO and
Chairman both resigned under pressure from
Cerberus and other parties
 In June, following an acknowledgement that it
could not locate €1.9bn in cash, Wirecard’s
CEO and founder resigned, and the Company
announced it was entering insolvency

Stelios
HajiIoannou

Highlights
 Stelios Haji-Ioannou (“SHI”) sought to remove
the Chairman, CEO, CFO and another Director
and force the cancelation of its Airbus contract
 SHI accused top shareholders Invesco, Ninety
One and Phoenix of being “Airbus strawmen”
 SHI’s proposal to remove Directors failed at a
May EGM, with more than 99% of independent
shareholders supporting the company

 In April, Maisons du Monde announced the
appointment of two new Independent Directors

 In June, Cerberus called on Commerzbank to
appoint two new Directors it had identified, cut
costs and rethink its strategy
6/20

Activist

 In June, Elliott released a White Paper (just
before the company’s CMD) with several
recommendations to increase shareholder
value, setting the bar for investor expectations
 Bluebell urged the Board of Hugo Boss to
overhaul the company’s strategy and
management amid historically low share price
performance
 Shortly after, the company announced that the
CEO would step down
 In June, Hugo Boss appointed new CEO with
extensive experience in the fashion industry
 Amber lost its contest for eight Board seats
 “White knights” (Vincent Bolloré and others)
took significant positions and voted in support
of the existing Board – numerous institutional
shareholders also voted in favor of the Board
 LVMH Chairman Bernard Arnault has also
supported Largardere with an investment in the
LCM holding company
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Regional Analysis of Activism

Japan: Shareholder Activism Reaches New Heights
($ in billions)

As many Japan campaigns were launched in H1 2020 as were launched in a record 2019, as APAC-focused activists such as Oasis and U.S.
activists such as Elliott and ValueAct were active in the region
Notable Campaign Initiations in Japan

Campaigns against Japanese Companies
19

19

Launch
Date

Company /
Market Cap

16

6/20

11

4

4

2015

2016

5/20

2017

2018

2019

H1 2020

$1.1

$1.3

5/20
$2.0

32%

37%

35%
21%

37%
19%

Operations /
Strategy
Japan

Source:
Note:

 AVI sent a letter to the Board and released a
presentation to its campaign website, calling
for improvements to operations, capital
allocation, governance and divestments of
minority stakes

 Oasis submitted a proposal at the Company’s
upcoming AGM for JPY 10bn in share
repurchases, the addition of two Directors and
the creation of a Nomination and
Remuneration Committee

 ValueAct reportedly sent a letter to Nintendo,
pushing for Nintendo to transform itself into a
broader entertainment company

16%
9%

4%

4/20
$56.3

M&A

 Lim Advisors sent a letter claiming conflicts of
interest in the proposed $1bn take-private deal
with Bain Capital; Lim sent a subsequent letter
calling for an extension of the tender offer and
changes in the takeover conditions
 NichiiGakkan later extended the tender offer
period, and Bain Capital extended its buyout
offer deadline

26%
5% 7%

Board Change

Highlights

 AVI specifically called for Fujitec to bring in a
new Chairman and more independent
Directors to improve governance

Campaign Objectives at Japanese Companies, H1 2020
Notably higher percentage of campaigns at
Japanese companies focused on Governance and
Capital Returns relative to rest of the world

Activist

Management

Governance

Capital Return

 ValueAct has reportedly held several meetings
with Nintendo and has supported CEO
Shuntaro Furukawa's vision for the Company

Global ex. Japan

12
FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with market
capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during COVID-19 pandemic induced market downturn.
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Board Seats Won

H1 2020 Global Board Seats Won
Although 2020 has seen subdued activist activity, Board seats won by activist remains in line with historical averages
Board Seats Won1

Non-Activist Employees vs. Activist Employees Appointed as Directors

Board Seats Won in H1

79
67
161

93

122
103

2018

86

2019

H1 2020

Settlements vs. Proxy Contests

Activist
Employees
as % of Total

Board Seats Won through Settlements
Board Seats Won through Proxy Fights

39

28

36

28

26

2016

2017

2018

2019

H1 2020

27%

27%

22%

23%

30%

17

161
122

14

2016

2017

12%

14%

20

10

2018

2019

H1 2020

22%

16%

12%

3

3

3

3

3

Voce Capital
Mgmt.

35

18

Elliott Mgmt.

89

Starboard Value

102

Luminus Mgmt.

4

Atlas Holdings /
Blue Wolf

4

Ancora Advisors /
Macellum Capital

86

126

Icahn Associates

8

103
127

Starboard’s proxy fight victory at GCP, its first
campaign to go to a vote since Darden Restaurants in
2014, accounts for eight of its 17 seats won

12

145

Source:
Note:
1
2

60

Board Seat Wins by Activist, H1 2020

Board Seats Won1

Won Through
Proxy Contest
as % of Total

94

75

ValueAct

2017

86

125

106

81

71

2016

145

40

119

161

923 seats have
changed hands
since 2013

58
122

103

Activist Fund Employees Appointed

33 Board seats
Currently “in play”2

76 Board seats (88% of the
total) have been won at
U.S. companies

H Partners

145

53

Non-Activist Fund Employees Appointed

Board Seats Won1

# of Companies Targeted for Board Seats

Bow Street
Capital

Board Seats Won1

FactSet, press reports and public filings as of 6/30/2020.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement.
Represents Board seats won by activists in respective year, regardless of the year in which the campaign was initiated.
Includes 8 board seats in play at MEDNAX as of June 30, 2020; on July 13, 2020, the parties announced a settlement for 3 Starboard nominees to join the Board.
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Board Seats Won

2020 Proxy Contest Results
2020 has seen several high-profile proxy fights, with the recommendations of proxy advisors often playing a key role in determining the
outcome
Timing of Board Seat Wins

Notable H1 2020 Contested Votes
Company
/ Activist

56% of Board seats won after
proxy process initiated,
compared with 45% in 2019

ISS Rec.

Glass Lewis
Rec.

Activist Victory?

0/4
Activist Targets1

0/4
Activist Targets1



10

Stelios Haji-Ioannou

11

2/2
2/2
Dissident Nominees Dissident Nominees


(2 / 2 Dissident
Nominees Elected)

27
86

6/8
4/8
Dissident Nominees Dissident Nominees

5/8
5/8
Dissident Nominees Dissident Nominees

38
8/8
5/8
Dissident Nominees Dissident Nominees

Outside Proxy
Process

Proxy Process
Initiated

After Proxy
Filing

Through Final Vote

Total Seats
Won

1/2
Dissident Nominees

Source: ISS Governance, public filings and press reports as of 6/30/2020.
1
Stelios Haji-Ioannou requisitioned an EGM to remove four EasyJet Directors and did not put forward his own nominees.

Mgmt. Slate


(8 / 8 Dissident
Nominees Elected)




(8 / 8 Appointed via
Settlement)
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Campaign Objectives

Activists Adjusting Objectives amid Market Volatility
Relative to prior years, activists have deemphasized M&A and more often criticized the strategy, governance and management of target
companies
H1 Campaign Objectives

Campaigns with M&A Thesis
Q4

2016-19 Average

37%

Notable Y-o-Y decrease from
record of 47% of campaigns
with an M&A thesis in 2019

34%

34%

60% of H1 M&A campaigns occurred
in Q1 (~30% in February alone)

Q3

99

Q2
Q1

Relative focus on Board Change, Strategy,
Governance and Management Change has
increased amid market volatility

30%

76
59
21

15%
7%

24

34

27

14

13

21

19

23

2016

2017

2018

2019

Announcement
Date

6%

2/2020

Capital Return

Management
Change

Governance

Strategy /
Operations

Board Change

M&A

23

27

9%

3%

Source:
Note:

26

20
H1 2020

Several Activism-Related M&A Deals Facing Hurdles

14%

11%

19

19

18

10

7

20%

21

84

Target

(L Brands)

Acquirer

Activist

Deal Size
($bn)
$0.5

2/2020

3.2

2/2020

1.6

11/2019

34.8

FactSet, press reports and public filings.
All data is for campaigns conducted globally by activists at companies with market capitalizations greater than $500 million at time of campaign announcement; select campaigns with
market capitalizations less than $500 million at time of announcement included during COVID-19 pandemic induced market downturn. Campaigns may feature multiple objectives; as such,
percentages will not equal 100% if added up.
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New Developments in Activism

New Developments in Activism
The COVID-19 pandemic and resulting volatility has further reshuffled the relationship between activists, private equity and traditional longonly investors, as each party adopts new tactics to respond to evolving market conditions
 2020 has seen notable instances of private equity firms increasing
their actions in public markets


KKR filed a 13D at Dave & Busters in January, later receiving
Board representation
 Cerberus publicly called for changes at Commerzbank, including
Board representation for itself
 Oaktree has disclosed two public, active investments in 2020
 These public, activist tactics are joined by firms with established
public equity strategies such as TPG and Ares

Private Equity
Increasing
Activity in
Public Markets

 In May, Capital Group, Fidelity MFS participated in an equity
investment in CenterPoint Energy alongside Elliott Management

Traditional
Investors
Acting
alongside
Activists



Activists
Pursuing New
Pools of
Capital

Inclusive Capital

The investment demonstrates an increased willingness among
traditional long-only investors to act alongside activists beyond
voicing private concerns or supporting them through their votes

 In May, Hudson Executive Capital registered a SPAC to acquire a
company in the financial technology space
 In June, Pershing Square filed to raise a $3bn SPAC, which would
be the largest-ever SPAC IPO
 The activist said it was targeting a “mature unicorn” valued at
more than $1bn to take public or other established private
companies
 In June, ValueAct founder Jeffrey Ubben announced he would be
stepping away from the firm to launch Inclusive Capital, with
minority funding from Affiliated Managers Group, which will focus
on environment and social issues
 Ubben noted he would continue to be involved in ValueAct’s
ESG-focused Spring Fund

Source: Press Reports, Activist Insight, Activist Monitor.

In one sense, private equity’s entrance
validates the maturing of activism: by
leveraging their reputations to get the same
results playing nice, the once enfants terribles
are gaining mainstream imitators.
- Bloomberg, “Private Equity Takes on Friendly
Activists at Own Game,” January 2020

[W]e believe that our ability to finalize the
principal terms of a transaction with a
merger partner prior to their public
disclosure will make us a more attractive
alternative to a traditional public offering for
a substantial number of large capitalization,
high-quality growth companies, particularly in
the current highly volatile environment.
- Pershing Square SPAC Prospectus,
June 2020

Companies, as governed today, with investors
asking for more current returns and more
buybacks and so forth, aren’t working for
society or nature… But I have to prove that
there’s a return [in long-term impact],
because otherwise . . . you’re not really
changing anything.
- Jeff Ubben, Financial Times Interview,
June 2020
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Proxy Season and ESG Engagement Update

U.S. Companies Under Increasing Scrutiny During Proxy Season
Major U.S. companies in the 2020 proxy season faced close shareholder votes on several high-profile issues
S&P 500 "Say-on-Pay" Support

Russell 3000 Directors Failing to Receive Majority Support

Failed
Proposals
2016
2018
H1
2020

91.8%
91.0%
89.7%

2016

Successful
Proposals

35

4
6
9

S&P 500 E&S Proposal Support

2016
2018

33

H1
2020

2018
54

H1
2020

2

19.4%
25.4%
28.1%

3
15

In Europe, this trend was reversed. European companies in most major markets (which have long been under greater scrutiny for pay-related issues) won higher levels of support from
shareholders, in part supported by executive teams voluntarily foregoing substantial portions of compensation and a reduced interest on the part of investors to be disruptive during this crisis
Notable "Say-on-Pay“ Votes

Notable Director Votes

Notable Support for ESG Proposals

 Just over 50% of Intel shareholders
voted against the Company’s executive
compensation
 ISS’ recommendation against the
pay package came among
shareholder concerns around lack
of metrics tied to parts of STI pay
and TSR-connected pay that targets
median performance for full target
payout

 Netflix’s three Directors up for reelection, including CEO Reed
Hastings, received an average of 60%
support, with Director Jay Hoag
receiving 45% support
 ISS recommended that
shareholders withhold their vote for
all three Directors, claiming a
historical lack of responsiveness to
shareholder proposals that had
garnered majority support

 49% of JPMorgan shareholders voted
in favor of a proposal requiring the
Company to issue a report on how it
plans to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions associated with its lending
 ISS supported the proposal, saying
that the additional disclosure would
help shareholders
 Vanguard disclosed it had voted
against the proposal, saying that
disclosures were in line with peers

 51% of shareholders voted against
Altria’s executive compensation
 ISS recommended against the pay
package, citing shareholderunfriendly severance package terms
for several executives

 The three Xerox Directors on its
Compensation Committee received an
average of 60% support from
shareholders
 ISS recommended against the
Directors, citing an insufficient
response following the Company’s
failed say-on-pay vote in 2019

 35% of Amazon shareholders voted in
favor of a proposal to publish a report
on how Amazon addresses concerns
around hate speech and offensive
products on its platforms
 Citing reputational risks, ISS
supported the proposal

Source: ISS Governance, public filings and press reports as of 6/30/2020.
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Proxy Season and ESG Engagement Update

Updates From the “Big 3” : Voting and Engagement Highlights
The investment stewardship teams at the “Big 3” index fund complexes each saw turnover among senior personnel and published reports on
their current engagement priorities

Climate Stance in Focus
 Following Larry Fink’s January 2020 letter
highlighting BlackRock’s stance on climate
change-related issues, BlackRock increased
disclosure around its voting on such issues
 Of a “watch list” of 244 companies identified
for insufficient progress on climate issues,
BlackRock voted against Directors at 53


BlackRock said the additional 191 companies
would “risk voting action” in 2021 without
“substantial progress”

 BlackRock disclosed that it voted in favor of
climate-related proposals at companies such
as Exxon, Chevron and Ovinitiv


Increased Clarity on Environmental Issues
 In June, Vanguard published detailed
guidance on what it expects of companies on
climate risk governance




Source:

While not requiring it of companies as
BlackRock does, Vanguard does support the
implementation of disclosures in line with TCFD
and SASB

 In late March, State Street issued an update to
its engagement priorities in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic


State Street said that some of its engagement
would shift to near-term ESG issues, such as
employee health, serving customers and
addressing supply chain concerns



The investor also offered to engage on
considerations around financial resiliency and
how to prioritize the interests of stakeholders in
that decision-making

 Vanguard also disclosed its rationale behind
key climate-related shareholder proposal
votes in the 2020 proxy season


Vanguard disclosed that it voted in support of
proposals at UPS and J.B. Hunt to require
reporting on plans to align operations with the
goals of the Paris Climate Agreement



At Barclays, Vanguard supported a
management proposal on plans to mitigate
climate risk and opposed a shareholder
proposal to disclose plans on phasing out
activities in the energy and utilities sectors

However, BlackRock did not back similar
proposals at JPMorgan, Santos and Woodside

 In Q1 2020, BlackRock disclosed that it had
engaged on environmental topics in 58% of
802 total engagements; BlackRock engaged
on governance topics in 82% of engagements

Vanguard expects a “climate-competent” Board
that can “challenge management” and “make
thoughtful and informed decisions” regarding
climate risks

Shifting Engagement amid COVID-19

Company websites, press reports and public filings.

 State Street emphasized that it would like to
see disclosure on how COVID-19 may affect a
long-term approach to salient ESG issues


State Street also expects disclosures on shortand medium-term impacts, as well as scenarioplanning on each company’s continued
response to the pandemic
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Shareholder Advisory Group—Key Contacts
Jim Rossman

Managing Director and
Head of Shareholder Advisory

(212) 632-6088

jim.rossman@lazard.com

Mary Ann Deignan

Managing Director

(212) 632-6938

maryann.deignan@lazard.com

Andrew T. Whittaker

Managing Director

(212) 632-6869

andrew.whittaker@lazard.com

Rich Thomas

Managing Director and
Head of European Shareholder Advisory

+33 1 44 13 03 83

richard.thomas@lazard.com

Dennis K. Berman

Managing Director

(212) 632-6624

dennis.berman@lazard.com

Christopher Couvelier

Director

(212) 632-6177

christopher.couvelier@lazard.com

Kathryn Night

Director

(212) 632-1385

kathryn.night@lazard.com

Todd Meadow

Director

(212) 632-2644

todd.meadow@lazard.com
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